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OBJECTIVES OF THE ASSOCIATION


To promote the Standardbred as a breed of horse suited to all equestrian disciplines.



To continue to provide fair and equal competition in all aspects of equestrian events.



To raise the profile of the Standardbred by informing the public of the good nature,
temperament and versatility of the breed.



To support and provide assistance in pleasure / performance training of the Standardbred to
ensure the Standardbred is seen as an all round competition horse in the equestrian arena.



To provide a vehicle for owners of the Standardbred to meet and communicate.

THE ORIGINS OF THE STANDARDBRED
Those who know the breed will claim the Standardbred is one of the worlds' best kept secrets. A breed that in
addition to being the fastest horse in harness also excels under saddle and faces every task asked of it with
gentleness, patience and a bottomless heart.'
The above quote, taken from 'Horse Illustrated' - October '93 accurately describes the Standardbred and is one of the
reasons the Standardbred Pleasure and Performance Horse Association of Victoria (SPPHAV) exists today.
Although bred for speed and stamina, we should think ourselves lucky that the Standardbred has a temperament that
will take it to the top in many if not all, equestrian sports.
The Standardbred is an 'American Treasure' that dates back nearly to that country's roots. As the American
population increased so did the need for a faster, flashier looking horse to be used for transport purposes. An added
bonus was to own a horse that could also bring in extra money at local weekend race meetings. As a result, the early
American became fascinated with the idea of owning a fast carriage horse that could get them to work and also
compete in the growing sporting arena. Because of this, selective breeding began.
Bloodlines from the Thoroughbred, Norfolk Roadster, Hackney, Morgan, Canadian Pacer and Cavalry horse,
Cleveland Bay, Arab, Barb and of course Crossbred were used to achieve the fastest, strongest harness horse with
staying power.
But the Standardbred really came into being in 1849 when William Rysdyk purchased a crippled mare with an ugly
'cat haunched' foal at foot for $US125.
The colt - Hambletonian - may not have been much to look at but he carried the bloodlines of 'Messenger' an
English Thoroughbred sire that carried the bloodlines of the 3 main Thoroughbred foundation sires. With this
ancestry behind him Hambletonian went on to change the face of the American horse world.
Hambletonian became the Standardbred foundation sire; passing on his ability to pace and trot at a fast speed to all
his offspring - some 1,300 horses. Today, Hambletonian can be traced back in the bloodlines of almost 99% of
registered Standardbreds.
Prior to Hambletonian and to enable selective breeding to begin, only horses that could run a standard mile in less
than 2 minutes 30 seconds were allowed to race. Only horses that met that criteria were used in the breeding process
- thus became the name of the breed. The Standardbred.
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1

The Standardbred
The full blood Standardbred horse is normally registered with a harness racing authority and carries a
freeze brand on the right hand side of the neck, just below the mane.
However, with the increasing number of shows offering Standardbred classes, breeders of show
(rather than race) horses may choose to not freeze brand so it is possible to see a horse without a
freeze brand contesting show classes. These (non-freeze branded) horses must be registered with the
SPPHAV and the person showing the horse must be able to show proof of this registration on the
day. Acceptable documents are:



official SPPHAV performance card or
SPPHAV horse registration card

Owners presenting horses for Standardbred classes, at any show, must be able to authenticate their
horse either by the freeze brand or by producing the appropriate documentation (SPPHAV
performance card or horse registration card) at the commencement of each class the horse contests.
The onus is on the person showing the horse. However, judges are asked to watch for the inclusion
of non-branded horses in Standardbred only classes and to bring this to the attention of a show
official or member of the SPPHAV contesting the classes. (A rare occurrence.)
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The Partbred Standardbred
A partbred Standardbred will not carry an alphanumeric freeze brand on the neck.
Horses that do not carry a harness authority freeze brand, and where authenticating papers cannot be
produced, should not be accepted in the ring.
All horses contesting as Partbred Standardbreds must be registered with the SPPHAV. If there is
any doubt about the horse’s breeding, the rider / handler must be able to produce documentation
upon request.
Acceptable documents are:



official SPPHAV performance card or
SPPHAV horse registration card

The onus is on the person showing the horse. However, judges are asked to watch for the inclusion
of horses in partbred Standardbred classes, where acceptable documentation is not available, and to
bring this to the attention of a show official or a member of the SPPHAV contesting the classes. (A
rare occurrence.)
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Conformation

The SPPHAV encourages the participation of racehorses in led and harness turnout classes; requiring
judges to consider two opposing conformation types.
The racehorse will be light and sleek while hacks will generally be filled out and rounded.
A judge who is unsure of a horse's condition might ask the person presenting the horse 'when did the
horse last race or train to race?' as a matter of course while considering all horses contesting a class.
The racehorse should be judged on its merits as a race fit animal (well muscled, sleek and have a
good, shiny coat), while the hack is judged as one would judge a hack (rounded, well muscled and
supple).
The Standardbred is similar to the Thoroughbred but with a more robust build. They should have
good strong, straight legs; a long sloping shoulder; and a croup that is as high or, idealistically, 1”
higher than the wither. They should also have a long underline; strong neck; clean airways and a
wide brow. The head of the Standardbred is less defined than that of the Thoroughbred: showing
more substance.
The pacing Standardbred, especially one that has race trained or raced, has a slightly turned out
conformation in the hind foot (toe-out) that aids the pacing gate. This may also be evident in a
trotting Standardbred.
A successful harness racer should have a shoulder angle and angel of pastern of 75º - although you
will find horses with a lesser angle.
In the racehorse, the length of body will generally be longer than the ridden-bred horse.
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Movement
The Standardbred should have a good strong, forward and elevated movement.
At the trot they should have a lovely natural forward, but high stepping, action. The tail should lift
and the horse be proud.
The pacing Standardbred (in led classes) may demonstrate a big, wide action from behind. This is
especially evident in a successful racehorse.
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Presentation
Presentation classes are open to pure and partbred Standardbred horses. Plaiting is optional but may
influence a close decision in a Best Presented or Smartest on Parade class.

5.1

Led classes  both horse and leader are expected to be neat and clean. Because not all
leaders ride their horses, jodhpurs, etc. are not required dress for these events. Inappropriate
footwear should be pointed out to the person leading the horse – in an encouraging manner.
Workouts are not required in the Best Presented class as it is strictly based on presentation.

5.2

Ridden classes  horses are expected to be neat and clean. Jodhpurs, riding boots, riding shirt
or shirt and tie, and helmet are mandatory. Although it is preferred that riders wear them, the
riding jacket can be considered as optional dress. Bowlers are unacceptable in a ridden
class. Judges should ask horses to work on the circle to ensure horses are working correctly in
their gear.
Juniors (under 18 years of age) must wear an ASA approved helmet and footwear that
complies with Pony Club regulations in all ridden (mounted) classes. Juniors who do not
comply should be asked to leave the ring.

In all classes, it is courteous that leaders or riders be in the show ring, with their horse, prior to the
judge's selection for individual workouts. A judge has the right to disallow entry to the ring to
anyone arriving after this time.
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Stallion
Stallions must be bitted and under care of an experienced handler, over the age of 18 years, at all
times.
If a Stallion Code of Conduct is being enforced, the stallion must display the green stallion
identification tags on his headstall.
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Class Size
If a class has a large number of horses presenting (often in the gelding classes), a judge may choose
to split the group, then select from the circle the best 3 to 4 horses from each group. Judging for
placings would be from the combining of the 2 groups selected.
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Best Presented
Best Presented classes are open to pure and partbred Standardbred horses.
In the interest of time management, workouts are not required in this class.
We ask that this class be judged as a led class, but without a workout. Cleanliness and neatness of
the horse; the handler's attire; the effort made to present, as a total exhibit, are all to be taken into
account.
The winner should be the horse and leader with the best overall appearance.
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Led Classes
In the interest of fairness, we ask that horses be given the opportunity to demonstrate their movement
in a workout. In the event of a high number of horses presenting for a class, please initiate the option
described above in 7, Class Size as a means of fairness.
It is expected the judge will consider conformation, workout (movement), presentation and
obedience of each horse. In judging the led Standardbred it is not uncommon to have a horse, or
horses, pace. Ideally we would have all horses trot in their led classes but it is unrealistic to expect
currently racing, or race training pacers to trot.
In led classes, the judge is asked to consider the conformation and movement of the horse whether it
is at the trot or the pace during the requested workout. Ideally, a pacer should be strongly 'paced out'
of its workout (just as for horses at the trot) to show the movement of the horse.
The pacing Standardbred (in led classes) may demonstrate a big, wide action from behind. This is
especially evident in a successful racehorse.
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Novice Led
In Victoria, a Standardbred is considered to be a Novice Led horse until it has won 5 first place
ribbons or a combination of first, Champion or Supreme Led.
The SPPHAV has no objection to in fact we support the non awarding of a first ribbon in a novice
led class if there is no horse and handler demonstrating sufficient experience to be placed first.
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Smartest on Parade
Smartest on Parade classes are open to pure and partbred Standardbred horses.
As this is a presentation class, workouts are not required but we ask judges to please walk the
horses on the circle to ensure correct fit to gear. It is quite acceptable to ask for a workout
ONLY for horses called out from the circle.
We ask that this class be judged as a ridden class using similar guidelines to the Best Presented. All
gear must be clean and fitted correctly.
The winner should be the horse and rider with the smartest overall appearance.
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Ridden Classes
The ridden Standardbred should be judged as any hack presenting for a ridden class. We expect the
judge to inform each rider of the required workout and to judge them on the correctness, and
smoothness of completion, of the workout.
We request all judges to ask for the canter in the ridden workout and any horse that cannot canter
should not be awarded a first place in a ridden class unless this is a newcomer class.
Ideally we would have no horses pacing in ridden classes. Realistically, a judge may encounter
some horses that may have had no or very little formal re-education / training and it is possible, in
these circumstances, a judge will encounter a horse or horses that revert to the pace in ridden classes.
It is important to note that it takes many months of re-educating the ex-pacer so that it will not revert
to the pace because of rider error or a distraction. However, a horse that paces in a ridden class
should not be awarded a place over other horses that do not pace in the class.
If a judge encounters more than one horse that paces in a ridden class, we ask them to consider:

the reason the horse paced  rider error, nervousness of the horse, or external influence (car
horn or other loud noise);

the ability of the rider to return the horse to the required trot, canter or walk in a short time;

the number of times a horse breaks to the pace during the workout.
If all horses contesting a ridden class break to the pace, consideration of the above points must be
applied to all contestants.
We ask judges to encourage those riders whose horses break to the pace by enquiring if they have
riding lessons. Encouragement to have riding lessons and ensure they work their horse each week is
most important.
In the event of a high number of horses presenting for a ridden class (but not the Best Educated or
Best Pleasure classes), please initiate the option described in 7, Class Size as a means of fairness.
It is unlikely that race horses, or horses in race training, will be encountered in ridden classes.
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Novice Ridden
In Victoria, a Standardbred is considered to be a novice ridden horse until it has won 5 first placings
or a combination of first placings, Champion and / or Supreme ridden.
The SPPHAV has no objection to in fact we support the non awarding of a first ribbon in a novice
ridden class if there is no horse and rider demonstrating sufficient experience to be placed first.
Double bridles are not to be used in Novice ridden or rider classes.
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Best Pleasure
Best Pleasure classes are open to pure and partbred Standardbred horses.
We ask that this class be judged on a long rein with snaffle bits only and without spurs and whips.
Winner is to be the best pleasure ridden horse in appearance, manner and obedience.
If the class has a large number contesting it, workouts are to be required of all horses called out from
the circle.
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Best Educated
Best Educated classes are open to pure and partbred Standardbred horses.
This class is to determine the best-educated horse under saddle.
We advise judges to add the following to the Best-Educated workout: walk to canter – canter to halt
– lengthen of trot (show some) – rein back – hand gallop.
If the class has a large number contesting it, workouts are to be required of all horses called out from
the circle.
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Showing in Harness
The canter is unacceptable in any harness class or championship.
We have changed the harness classes and championship at shows running the SPPHAV class
program that forms our Annual High Point Program. At these shows you will be asked to judge a
Harness Turnout class (any type) followed by a Working Racing Harness and a Working NonRacing Harness class. The winners of those two classes will contest for the Working Harness
Championship.
At some shows it is possible that you might encounter Turnout Racing and Turnout Non-Racing
classes leading to a championship. The following guidelines will assist with either championship
types – Working or Turnout.
In Turnout Harness classes the driver, horse, vehicle and harness gear are all to be judged.
We ask the judge to take into account the overall look, condition and safety of the horse and the gear,
relative to the class being judged and we ask judges to allow all horses the opportunity to parade on
the circle. This will assist with the judging of how the horse fits to the harness it is wearing and the
suitability of the horse and harness to the cart as it is being driven.
The SPPHAV recommend you use a score sheet to assist you with the judging of the harness
classes (see end of this document). When these sheets are used, each horse is judged on its own
merits. Placings are determined by the ordering of the individual scores.
If you are judging a Championship for Harness Turnout, by using these sheets, the Harness
Championship is determined with the horse having the highest score (of both harness types)
becoming Champion Harness Turnout and the second highest score becoming Reserve Champion
Harness Turnout. This removes the arduous task of judging a championship between a turnout
racing and a turnout non racing horse and cart.
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Showing in Harness – continued
The Pacing Harness

The Trotting Harness
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Showing in Harness - continued
16.1 Turnout Racing Harness  horses and drivers should be in correct race outfit, harness gear
and sulky.
It is possible that a judge may encounter a period racing harness turnout, in these
circumstances the total overall appearance and equipment must relate to the period of the
sulky.
Hard hats are required in all turnout racing harness classes for drivers under 18 years of age.
NOTE:

Horses in hopples must pace on the circle or during a workout.

16.2 Turnout Non Racing Harness  the presentation of the horse and the completeness and
presentation of the cart or carriage should be taken into account.
The attire of the driver (and passenger) and the harness gear should be relevant to the type of
cart or carriage exhibited.
In Non- Racing Harness classes the size of the horse must suit the vehicle, e.g. the driver
should be seated with a clear driving view – be able to see over the horse.
While this is a Turnout class a judge should ask all drivers to work in a circle to ensure the
horses work and fit their cart or carriage. How the horse works may contribute to the score for
the horse when judging.
The canter is unacceptable in any harness class or championship.
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Showing in Harness – continued
16.3 Working Harness  the workout may be prepared by the judge or supplied by the SPPHAV.
We recommend these classes include: transitions – lengthening of stride – change of rein –
halt and rein back – pacing or trotting through cones if available.
The canter is unacceptable in any harness class or championship.
16.3.1 Racing Harness Horse Workout  a judge may encounter currently racing or racetraining Standardbreds in this class.
These horses may not be as meticulously presented as the Turnout Classes but should
all feature:
 Driver in correct racing attire, including safety vest
 Safety driving helmet
 Full racing harness
 Racing sulky (wooden sulkies are no longer acceptable in a racing harness workout
class).
Judges of this class are asked to request that the drivers demonstrate their horses at the
pace or trot to help determine class placings.
To determine harness placings, we advise all judges to use a score sheet (detailed on
page15) and the following guidelines:
Horse
Vehicle

40 points
25 points

Harness
Driver

25 points
10 points

16.4 Judging the Working Harness Championship
To determine the Champion and Reserve Champion, we advise all judges to use a score sheet
(see last page of this document) and the following guidelines:
Used correctly the score sheet is the fairest means of determining the Champion and provided he
judge with a document to use if asked how the Championship was judges by a competitor. The
horse with the highest score will be sashed Champion. If there was a horse that came second to
the other horse in the ring that horse is to be invited to challenge for Reserve Champion. Again
the use of a score sheet will help determine the horse to be sashed Reserve Champion.
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SAMPLE HARNESS TURNOUT SCORE SHEET

Name of Show:...................................................................
Name of Horse:...................................................................

Name of Driver: ...................................................................
Category: The Horse
Please consider the conformation, manners / paces (how horse works – including
extension in the workout) cleanliness & Presentation of the horse in this section
40 points

Note: horses that canter or gallop should not be marked high for paces. Horses in
racing harness should trot or pace – depending on the style of harness.) horses in
harness class are not to be asked to canter. Please make notes if you wish.
Score for section ......................
Category: The Vehicle
Please consider cleanliness of he vehicle, quality of restoration (if restored), fit of
vehicle to horse and the overall general appearance of the vehicle.
25 points
If non racing harness, is all equipment there to suit the era of the vehicle?
If racing harness, is all equipment there for safe racing?
Please make notes if you wish.
Score for section ......................
Category: The Harness

25 points

Please consider cleanliness and fit of the harness to the horse and the cart / sulky as
well as the suitability of harness to vehicle.
Please make notes if you wish.
Score for section ......................

Category: Driver

10 points

Please consider the suitability of driver’s attire to the style of cart / sulky and the
overall picture. If non racing, are the horse and cart / carriage a good match. Please
make notes if you wish.
Score for section ......................

TOTAL SCORE..................... / 100
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